
Litchfeld County Bible Study
Currently meeting in Washington, CT - Thursday evenings 6:30 to 8:00 pm & continuing 
through April 11th, 2019

For details: Lisa, 203 470-04562

Current 15 Week Study:
Te Normal Christian Life
by Watchman Nee

Outline Notes: 
Lesson 1/Chapter 1  The Blood of Christ page 11 
*There are 2 Parts of the 1st half of Romans:  a. Ro 1:1-5:11  &  b. Ro 5:12-8:39 (p13)

Bible Readings: Ro 3:19-26; 5:1-11
Chapter Subheadings:

Our Dual Problem: Sins and Sin p12
God's Dual Remedy: The Blood and the Cross p14
The Problem of Our Sins p15
The Blood is Primarily for God p17
God is Satisfied p19
The Believer's Access to God p20
Overcoming the Accuser p26

Questions to Consider:
  1.  Describe in your own words the dual problem of the Christian. p12-14

◦ the fact that we are sinners because of the sin nature prevalent in
                humanity due to the Fall of Adam.  I need forgiveness for what I have       

     done but deliverance for who I am.
  2.  What are the 3 aspects of the redeeming work of the Lord Jesus? p16

◦ Godward, Manward & Satanward. It answers the accusations of all three (Sin 
separates from God, guilts our conscience & gives devil grounds for accusation 
before God and creates condemnation within our hearts)

  3.  Name the features of the transaction between the high priest and God in the           
       sanctuary on the Day of Atonement. p18

◦ He took in into the Holiest Place and sprinkled it upon the Mercy Seat of the Ark of 
the Covenant to present it as something God required for Himself and would accept 
according to HIs instructions.  Notice it was done away from the eyes of the people 
just as was the blood on the doorposts (also out of their sight, but in God’s/Angel’s) 
in the original passover

  4.  If the blood wholly satisfies God, is it right, then, to be constantly asking God 
       for forgiveness ?  What might be better?  p20(-22)

◦ Asking for forgiveness is often only a result of losing sight of the true value of the 



Blood - better to put faith in what God’s Word says about it
  5.  Where does the cleansing work of the blood operate in a believer? p21

◦ In the conscience part of our heart (there is possibly a new & an old aspect of our 
hearts after new birth)

  6.  What is the difference between “access to God” and feeling oneself to be
       close to Him?  p22-23

◦ Access to God is “objective” truth base on the facts of His Word, whereas feelings 
are “subjective” - often emotionally based on circumstances and prone to constant 
change

  7.  What are the 2 phases of access to God in a Christian’s experience?  p24
◦ Like many things in the Christian faith, these are, initial & progressive - with regard 

to the blood however the approach is always the same, by faith based on God’s 
revealed truth

  8.  How does the blood work against Satan?  p26
◦ By putting God on our side against him & turning the tables on the circumstances 

which created the Fall of Adam
  9.  What is the reason for our ready acceptance of Satan’s accusations?      
       p28-29

◦ Because we are still hoping to have some righteousness of our own & looking with 
our flesh for the wrong outcomes - failing to see our true nature & God’s all- 
sufficient answer

10. Suggest ways by which God can show us more of His Son in order to solve our
      problems.                           

◦ How can God show us any more than has already been revealed in the cross & 
resurrection??  It is up to us to look at these facts daily & fellowship around them & 
with Him with other seeking believers until we come into the light of what “has 
been” done!  This is the “normal” starting point of Christianity.  (p12 or the 3rd 
paragraph in this chapter reminds us of how God solves every problem man has 
through showing more of His Son - we must be willing to create opportunities in our 
lives & approach to the Body of Christ to let that happen or otherwise we cannot 
say we are serious about the faith so freely given to us)

Lesson 2/Chapter 2  The Cross of Christ page 31
1st half of 1st half of Romans deals with “Justification” - Ro 3:24-;26; 4:5, 25
2nd half deals with “Sanctification” - Ro 6:19, 22

Bible Readings: Ro 5:12-21; 6:1-6
Chapter Subheadings:

Some Further Distinctions p32
Man's State by Nature p36
As in Adam, So in Christ p40
The Divine Way of Deliverance p42



His Death and Resurrection: 
Representative and Inclusive p45

Questions to Consider:
  1.  What are the 2 realms of peace which the Christian should know. p33

◦ Peace with God based on forgiveness & justification by faith in the blood
◦ Peace with Myself based on the sanctification work of the spirit through the cross 

(defined in the narrow doctrinal sense used by Nee from Ch 2 forward as that 
“specific” distinction between substitution & identification - not the broad sense of 
the cross as describing the total work of Christ in redemption & through it, the 
believers identity with Him, see Note p31-32)
▪ The Blood deals with the sin but we need the cross to deal with the sinner
▪ The word, “sinner” is not yet mainly in view until Ch 5 - “sin” is in view before

  2.  What makes a man a sinner? P35
◦ By “constitution” - born into Adam’s disobedience. Ro 5:19
◦ We all sin proving that by nature we are sinners Ro 3:23
◦ Example: speaking English doesn’t make a Chinese man an Englishman

  3.  “There are good sinners.” What does Nee mean by this statement? P35-36
◦ Simply that all humans are sinner regardless of what they do or don’t do, good or 

bad - we are apt to think in terms of what we have done that is bad but in fact it is 
just us who are broken

◦ This is why many believers become religious in their faith instead of faithful - the 
tendency to think we need to do something first instead of trusting in what Jesus 
has done

◦ “Our sins are dealt with by the Blood, but our selves are dealt with by the Cross”   
Blood=Pardon for what we have done; Cross=Deliverance from what we are

  4.  What should be the conclusion reached by the reader of Romans 5:19?  p37
◦ That we are fundamentally fallen because our forefather Adam fell & suffered 

fundamental changes whereby all his descendants are spiritually lost
◦ Example: our last name cannot really be changed regardless of who we become, 

good or bad-it is our DNA!
  5.   What is the only basis of deliverance from the sinful nature? p37-43

◦ Death - cannot be taken out of Adam by the Blood…one race to another 
◦ Cannot be “fixed” by rehab…we must recognize that God HAS dealt with us in 

Christ, we don’t have to “devise” a way in but accept the way that has already been 
made.  

◦ Example:  Melchizedek is the key illustration - Aaron was in Abraham offering a 
tithe to a higher order = we are in Christ

  6.   In contrast with the uprising of the old nature, have you ever experienced spontaneous 
        uprisings of the new life in Christ which confirm Nee’s teaching as to what it means to be 
       “in Christ”?

• Yes, divine things happen often in relationship-hearing God’s leadings etc. -BUT 



especially in congregations of believers, because it is not an individual death but a 
corporate one - should be our ongoing experience once we become aware of what 
has been accomplished at the Cross

  7.  How has God dealt with our problem of being “in Adam:”  p42-43
◦ Negatively? - by death in Christ on the Cross
◦ Positively? - by accepting it as finished & being put “InChrist” (receiving re-Birth in 

Christ, the sinless Savior)
◦ Example: a piece of paper placed inside a book - has all same experiences as book

  8.  Is it possible to crucify ourselves?  p45
◦ No, suicide by crucifixion is a physical impossibility

  9.  2 titles applied to Christ are “the last Adam” and “the second Man.”
Describe the emphasis which these titles imply.  p
◦ As the “Last Adam” Christ is the sum total of humanity, which He gathered up & did 

away with in His death at the Cross (began at birth in Bethlehem)
◦ As the “Second Man” Christ is the origin/root & Head of a new race, which began at 

His resurrection & never ends!  (Church is only true example of this- we are all in 
each other just as are in Him - “race”, not individualistic identities of the substitute

  10. Would Paul’s assertions  about the “new man” have been possible apart from the virgin
        birth?

◦ No, Jesus would have been in Adam and thus, also sinful

Lesson 3/Chapter 3  The Path of Progress: Knowing   page 48
Bible Readings: Ro 6:1-11; Gal 2:20
Chapter Subheadings:

Our death with Christ is an historic fact p. 49
The First Step: “Knowing This ...” p. 54
Divine Revelation Essential to Knowledge p. 56
The Cross Goes to the Root of Our Problem p. 59

Questions to Consider:
  1.  Name the 4 Steps on the path of spiritual progress. p49

• Knowing

• Reckoning

• Presenting ourselves to God

• Walking in the Spirit 

  2.  Are you convinced that in this matter the right reaction is not the prayer of request but 
       that of thanksgiving? Do you put this into practice? p50

• Yes, it is the way to keep ourselves focused on what “has been” done in Christ & 
not on our feelings. It also aligns with Psalm 106:12

  3.  How do we know that Christ died? p52



• Because the Scripture says so – just as we accept that the 2 thieves died.

  4.  How can our crucifixion with Him be made effective? p52-53
• Not by will or effort but by FAITH in what Jesus has done through the Blood & the 

Cross.  Justification is the result of Him dying FOR us, whereas Sanctification is the 
result of Him dying AS us.

  5.  Why is it wrong to argue that if we had more power we would live a victorious life?  p54
• Because it reveals that we are preoccupied with the power of sin & our inability to 

meet it.  It demands we believe our feelings/old nature & conclude that, because we 
are too weak, Christ did not do enough!

  6.  What do the various ways of entering into the victorious life have in common? p55
• They can all be “supported” by our own personal experiences and the doctrines we 

prefer to use as proof.  But the true test is in whether they are the result of us 
having seen the Person & (finished) work of the Lord Jesus Himself (via the “spirit 
of wisdom and revelation”, which can only come directly from having encountered 
Him).

  7.  Describe the “secret” which revolutionized Hudson Taylor's life. p56-57
• Not seeking to get sap out of the vine into myself BUT remembering that Jesus is 

the Vine.  Letting what you have seen in the Bible become your belief as a living 
reality!  Example: absurdity of trying to get into a ROOM you are already in.

  8.  Is it true that much of what we pray for ourselves is prayed because we are blind to what
       God has done?  If this is so, to what should most of our praying be directed? p58

• To the opening of our eyes to see the Light of the Lord Himself & the work He has 
already accomplished. Ask for the spirit of wisdom and revelation & then just praise 
God for the fact that we are not blind.

  9.  This chapter stressed “divine revelation.”  How do you reconcile this with scriptural 
       doctrine? p59

• “Doctrine” skews when it is based more on the thoughts of men than our living 
relationship with the Lord.  We must seek the “spirit of the Bible” not its knowledge 
or we run the risk of ending up right back in the fallen state Adam entered by eating 
from the “forbidden” tree.  God's thoughts are spirit, truth & LIFE.

  10. In what way do you think that Nee's illustration concerning drink factories may fail to 
       present the whole picture of the Christian experience? p60-61

• Our life is not simply lived as individuals.  We are part of the whole human race and 
thus subject to the temptations which go on around us as well as those arising from 
within.  There will always be “drink factories” and those “drinking” so we must also 
learn to live IN CHRIST even while passing through this world – can pray for the 
Lord to also “keep us from temptation” without seeking to control the decisions of 
others.  We must lead people to Him & not to ourselves (opinions, experiences etc).



Lesson 4/Chapter 4  The Path of Progress: Knowing   page 48
Bible Readings: Ro 6:1-11; Gal 2:20
Chapter Subheadings:

The Second Step: “Even So reckon...” p66
The reckoning of Faith p68
Temptation and Failure, the Challenge of Faith p70
Abiding in Him p79

Questions to Consider:
  1.  What is the implication of the tense used in the phrase “was crucified” in Romans 6:6? 

p62
• It puts the truth back in the past as a final fact which cannot be undone!

  2.  What discovery brought an end to Watchman Nee's trouble? p64
• Example: Nee had “reckoned” unsuccessfully from 1920 to 1927      p64
• When he asked the Lord to open his eyes – the spirit of revelation opened his eyes.

  3.  With most of us it was a definite crisis when we first realized Christ died for us.  Should
       there be a second crisis when we first appreciate that we died in Him? p65

• Yes, we should be just as convinced of our crucifixion with Christ so as to remove 
all haziness & speculation which would prevent us from moving forward.

• Example: Faith is not a matter of make believe – Like Arithmetic, it is fact that 
“accounts” & leaves no room for error.      p 66

  4.  How does Nee define faith? p68-69
• As virtually the same as, “Reckoning”- the acceptance of God's FACT.  Hope is 

future but faith is past tense.  Faith always says God “has done it”, not “God may”, 
“God must”, “God can”, or “God will”.

  5.  Are there scriptural grounds for expecting sin as a principle to be rooted out of our lives?
  p71      

• No, God does not eradicate sin but removes the sinner.  He deals with our sins 
directly (by means of the blood) but with our sin indirectly (by means of the Cross).

• Example: the verb translated, “destroyed”, in Ro 6:6 does NOT mean “annihilated” 
but made rather, “ineffective” or “put out of operation.” p71

  6.  Do the words: “His seed abides in Him” (1John 3:9) indicate that in this life the believer 
       has two natures?  If so, what is necessary for the full deliverance from the old one? p72

• Yes, the old man and the new man war within each of us – the flesh and the spirit 
oppose each other on all levels of this life (1Cor 2).  Total agreement with the facts 
of God's Word us necessary to walk in the freedom that comes from truly knowing 
we are dead & thus realizing the power of the resurrection.  Also, our physical 
death will bring complete victory (Philip 1:21).

• Example: there is a difference between the nature and history of a thing...WOOD 
cannot sink by nature but can if it is held by a hand under water.  It is a matter of 
CHOICE as to which fact we will count on and rely on. p71-72



  7. How can we make in real history what is true in divine fact? p72-74
• We must “substantiate” the facts of the crucifixion by choosing to live by the 

mightier fact that we are in Christ – live from the perspective of faith.
• Example: the power of imagination enables us to see color even when our eyes are 

closed.     p74
• Example:  Nee's healing – chose facts of Word over his own symptoms.  p75
• Example:  Being “Mr. Nee” is a matter of fact whether I remember or lose memory 

of my identity – when we know who we are it is easy to reckon it so!  P77
  8.  Can you give an illustration of the kind of fall described in the story of the three men 
       walking on the wall? p78

• I have fallen many times because my faith looked back instead of forward but the 
biggest danger I've noticed is in becoming accustomed to just getting back up and 
continuing on what I assume is my Christian journey without really looking at the 
facts!  This creates a much bigger fall-into UN-belief (Heb 4:1-3,11)

  9.  God puts us “in Christ”, but what do we have to do from our side? p79-80
• We have to stay where we have been placed by the Lord through Christ's death 

and resurrection and not seek to find these merely within ourselves.  Abide in 
Christ.

  10. What is the discovery which gives meaning to every true spiritual experience? p80
• Seeing Christ.  The realizing of eternal things here in time – rather than allowing 

time to dominate my thinking when it comes to spiritual things. Christ has already 
become our history and thus our spiritual experience.  The revelation of His Body is 
seen through this lens -  God is not primarily doing personal , subjective 
experimental things.  He is bringing us to the objective fixed position of recognizing 
that Jesus is in us so we will remain in the position to keep experiencing Him!

• Example:  Branches character is determined by the Vine – it cannot bear different 
kinds/colors of grapes according to its own will. p81

• Example:  Reading Lamp must be turned on to engage the electric power.     p84

Lesson 5/Chapter 5  The Path of Progress: Knowing   page 86
Bible Readings: Ro 6:1-4; Gal 6:14; 1Pet 3:18-22
Chapter Subheadings:

Two Creations p87
Burial means an End p91
Resurrection and Newness of Life p95

Questions to Consider:
  1.  Can the old world kingdom be changed into the new kingdom of God? p86-87

• No, it is a question of “origin” - what is born of flesh is flesh & spirit is spirit, so God 
has birthed a new thing by ending the old through the Cross of Christ, which allows 
us to enter into the New Kingdom through the Holy Spirit, becoming partakers of 
what He is doing in Him (Col 1:12; 2Peter 1:4).  Because Satan seized control over 



the old “world system” & dominates it, God has made a way to end the old while 
saving us.

  2.  Name some of the “new faculties” attributed to the “new creation” man. p88
• Those capabilities given by the Holy Spirit to discern, touch & interact with God 

again.  A renewed nature with its connector to our mind, a new heart (Ez 18:31 & 
36:26), whereby we can now choose to walk in the light apart from our old fallen 
nature & away from the kingdom of darkness (1 Cor 2; Col 1:13).  This would 
include our spiritual senses (Heb 5:14) which we receive at the new birth but must 
be exercised to produce spiritual growth in our lives.  The overall result being 
progressive spiritual transformation through renewal of our minds to the reality of 
God (Ro 12:1-3; Eph 4:23).

  3.  What meaning does Nee give to the word “salvation”? p89-90
• What Paul meant by, “the crucifixion of me to the world and the world to me “(Gal 

6:14).  He uses it not to refer as much to our sin or sins as he does to our exit from 
the “cosmos” or world system.

  4.  In the universal “baptism” of Noah's flood, what was drowned? p90
• The “old world” which was so corrupt.  Thus, they escaped from it.

  5.  Suggest some differences between John's baptism and being baptized into Christ Jesus.
  p90-91    

• John's baptism was more strictly one of repentance within the system whereas 
Christ's is also one of breaking with the former system.  Sin is in view with both, but 
the old nature is dealt with by the Cross and therefore acknowledged in our faith at 
baptism as a break with all that is old, bother inward and outward (1Peter 3:20-21; 
Acts 15:31-34).

  6.  Have you any experience of the “tremendous issues” which are provoked by baptism? 
p91

• As Nee says, this is much more evident in my travels to other countries.  My own 
baptism was not any great experience because I did not understand its full 
significance.  The meaning of a complete break is lost on many modern world 
believers for this exact reason – it has not cost so retains little value. Romans 6:5 
emphasizes that we are being united with Christ in the [exact] likeness of His death!

  7. Can you find scriptural justification for Nee's assertion that unless our eyes have been
      opened to understand death and burial with Christ we have no right to be baptized?

p92-93
• Philip, in Acts 8:26-39, seems to imply the same as Nee in his approach to 

baptizing the Ethiopian eunuch.  Verse 37 says, “...if you believe with all your heart, 
you may (be baptized)”.  Nee's concept of a “corporate cross” on page 91 also is 
meaningful to me here...we are all in Christ together and therefore responsible to 
help each other see the value of these things as Philip did with this (in all likelihood) 
first Gentile convert (BTW, a black man)!

• Example: Woman unwilling to bury her dead husband – must really know we are 



dead.
• Example: Red Cross/Blue Cross – one for wounded, other for dead victims of war.

  8.  Do you agree that the analogy of the tea and the lump of sugar is a valid one to illustrate
       the Christian's union with Christ? p94

• Yes, because it emphasizes the unity factor as does Paul in Ephesians 4 to 
describe what really builds the Church. Of course, we are individuals as well and 
still required to deal with our old natures but it is this blending which makes the 
result God is after more realistic.  Notice that Jesus prayed for us in just this same 
way (John 17:9-24, esp. verse 21).

  9.  State in your own words the spiritual lesson to be learned from grafting. p95-97
• Ungrafted trees produce more poorly than grafted ones.  We can infer from 

Romans 6:5 that Christ's “likeness” is what is most important in this process of 
being united with Him...His NATURE is the basis of all outcomes in a believer's 
NEW life.

• Example: Grafted Chinese orchard - made poor trees produce better fruit!
• Example: Skin of white nurse grew successfully on yellow woman's Chinese arm!

  10. What is the significance of the new birth? p98
• It is the reception of a new life which I DID NOT possess before.  It is not that my 

old life has been changed but completely replaced.  This “renewal” is altogether a 
result of what has already been done for me in Christ and my baptism is my public 
confession of my very real salvation.

Lesson 6/Chapter 6  The Path of Progress: Presenting Ourselves to God   page 99
Bible Readings: Ro 6:12-23
Chapter Subheadings:

The Third Step: “Present Yourselves...” p101
Separation unto the Lord p102
Servant or Slave? p105

Questions to Consider: 
1. Find the 5 references to the verb “present”. p100

• Twice in verse 13, once in verse 16 & twice in verse 19.  “Present” is the preferred 
translation of two Greek verbs used in this section of scripture because it conveys 
the idea of active participation in the process, not merely passive “yielding”. 

                                        p99-100

2. Why has the unconverted man nothing which he can consecrate to God? p100-101
• Because death by the Cross is what allows a new life to be resurrected in us. 

Therefore, “presenting” is a direct result of first “knowing” our old nature was 
crucified with Christ and then (spontaneously) “reckoning” or accounting it to be 
true.  An unconverted or natural” man has nothing new to present or consecrate to 
God just as the carnal Christian cannot consecrate to Him from the old man (see: 1 



Corinthians 2-3). 

3. Do you think Nee's challenge concerning our use of time, money and talents is liable to 
make us introspective and oversensitive? p101-102
• Maybe, if we overanalyze this teaching.  As long as we take the core of Nee's 

illustration to heart we will be helped to remember what Paul is teaching us to 
“know”. Once we believe it from a heart level, the “reckoning” (and subsequent 
steps on this path) will increasingly become spontaneous response(s) or an 
“unconscious competence” that allows us to live more freely in the spirit.

4. Who is the only One who can decide what service we are to render?  And how can He
make His decisions known to us? p103

• No, holiness is ultimately the giving of ourselves wholly to Christ, which obviously 
leads to the building of quality & character in the life of a believer as he grows 
spiritually, being conformed to His image.  We must remember that our 
consecration is not to the work or course apart from the Lord Himself. 

5. Who is the only One who can decide what service we are to render?  And how can He
make His decisions known to us? p104

• God alone decides our “course” or path in life.  He makes this known to us as we 
choose His will over our own as what is “good, acceptable and perfect” to us (Ro 
12:2). 

6. Explain the difference between an assertive self-will and the deliberate choice of God's
will. p104-105

• An assertive self will demands that the Lord to work in us without our willing 
participation in giving to Him what He needs and asks from us.  Like expecting a 
tailor to make us a coat without us giving the cloth or a builder to construct a house 
with no building material.  Since we are the cloth and the material, God chooses to 
use us in His process by demanding that we,out of desire, use our will to choose 
His will (see John 7:17).

7. In practical terms, how can God put His finger on things in our lives which are 
displeasing to Him? p105
• God, practically speaking, puts His finger on things in our lives which are not 

pleasing to Him by bringing them into our conscious awareness-often repeatedly in 
order to get our attention.  If we choose to evade these issues we find ourselves 
creating controversy with the Lord and consequently being pulled back outside of 
His will. Since having a sense of God's possession of me precedes sensing His 
presence, I should seek to cultivate a conscious awareness of Him.  We are taught 
to do this in scripture by specifically inclining our ears (hearts) to His voice/Word 
(Mark 4:24).  

8. Find references to “servants” in this passage of scripture. p106 



• Romans chapter 6, verses 16, 17, 19 & 20 specifically reference the term, 
“servant”. These teach us we are to see ourselves as God's possession – His 
property or slave not merely a servant/employee.

9. “God will always break what is offered to Him”.  Have you found this to be the case?
Are God's actions in this respect governed by His awareness of how sincere our  
consecration may be? p106-107

• I have certainly noticed how God always, “breaks what He takes” in my life.  For 
me, when things slow down or seasons seem to shift, I recognize that my will may 
need to change to conform to His.  This has caused otherwise inexplicable delays 
for me at times in ministry – the course is affected by the relationship I have 
learned.  It is sometimes hard to remember in such seasons that the Lord is doing 
his “sanctifying” work in me to create avenues for others to receive His will.

10.What must be the maintained behavior of the believer who has made an initial
committal of consecration? p107

• In order to eliminate controversy with God, believers must maintain an attitude of 
serving Him where they are at all times.  God knows best and it is always best to 
keep a conscious awareness of Him so we can stay “in gear” spiritually.  This is 
achieved by always giving to God, accepting where He places us and praising Him 
in the midst of what the flesh finds hard.

Lesson /Chapter 7  The Eternal Purpose   page 108
Bible Readings: Ro 8:16-30
Chapter Subheadings:

Firstborn among Many Brethren p109
The Grain of Wheat p112
The Choice that Confronted Adam p114
Adam's Choice the Reason for the Cross p116
He That Hath the Son Hath Life p118
They Are All One p120

Questions to Consider:
  1.  What is God's unchanging purpose for man?. p108-109

• Glory!  The glory of God, Ro 3:23 & the glory of man, Ro 8:21
  2.  What is God's purpose for His Son in relation to man? p110

• To make Christ the firstborn Son among many glorified sons...we being confromed 
to His image (Ro 8:29-30).

  3.  What differentiation does Nee make between “the only begotten Son” and “the first         
       begotten?” p110

• “Only” describes what Jesus is before He has “justified” us before the Father at the 



Cross.  He then becomes the “first” of many sons as God counts us as “glorified” in 
Him (Ro 8:30).  Also, later Nee explains how Jesus is the grain of wheat that fell 
into the fround – we are the fruit/many grains which have sprung up (John 12:24)
[page 112].

  4.  “He cannot do without me.”  Is this true?  If so, give some reasons why God needs us.
p110-111

• As in the example of meeting Mr. George Cutting, we realize this truth as we 
discover & receive our true position in Christ before the Father.  Beyond just the 
fact that scripture says this, we also come to know His great love by experience 
which causes our hearts to cry “Abba, Father” (Ro 8:15).
◦ Example: Prodigal Son is usually seen by believers as the son suffering troubles 

but in reality it is a story of the Father's LOSS...as are the corresponding 
subsequent parables of the lost sheep & coin.  See: Luke 15 

  5.  “Abba, Father.”  Find the only occasion on  which it is recorded that Jesus so addressed
       the Father (Hint: it is in Mark 14).  Suggest how this term accords with what has     
       previously been said about the believer's choice of the will of God    p111-112    

• Jesus shows us in Gethsemane how to respond to God's will against earth's 
greatest odds.  It is the intimacy of knowing the Father which keeps his will active in 
our lives.  We too must trust His purpose as our “daddy”, knowing from the vantage 
point of that kind of relationship He will never forsake us.

  6.  Describe the difference between the un-fallen Adam and the same man after the fall.  
p114-116

• He was “innocent” beforehand, morally neutral and undeveloped.  He was neither 
sinful or holy but able to exercise free choice – either self-dependence, on the plane 
of human life or God-dependence, on the plan of spiritual life.  Adam is somewhat 
limited because he cannot decide for himself on moral issues but instead is directed 
to trust God for the proper discernment of right and wrong.  After the fall he is 
independent in all areas and sinful as a result of choosing his own will rather than 
God's.  As a result, he loses access to the Life of God as he had known it, lives on 
the strictly human plane and falls under the judgment of God as complicit with 
Satan.

  7.  In what respects are we all, as sinners, equal to Adam ?                  p116-117
• IN that we too are prone to the sinful nature which produces independence with its 

tendency to live on a human (non-spiritual) level.
  8.  Where was Mr. Wong wrong in trying to turn bad men into good? p118-119

• He was not accounting for their fallen nature.  Only the divine life of God can make 
humans truly “good” in the spiritual sense (as Jesus related to the rich young ruler 
in Matthew 19:17).

  9.  “What we today possess in Christ is more than Adam lost.”  This is true, but does it mean
       that if man had not sinned and needed redemption, he would never have enjoyed the 
       glory to which we are called as sons of God?  Or was there a destiny for Adam which he



       forfeited?  p120
• Obviously, he was already a “son of God, as the Bible calls him (Luke 3:38 says he 

was God – there is no word, “son” in the Greek there, showing us the amazing 
privilege it is to be called this and why God had to come Himself to rectify the fall).  
His glory as created in the image of God was to be developed as the result of his 
continuing experience of walking with God.  He forfeited the right to fully experience 
God and, therefore, to be the man to pass His life to all other humans – because 
Adam chose to never fully walk into his destiny, we can't totally know all the 
implications.

 10. Eternal life is described as a gift to be received and possessed.  Does this mean that we 
       can carry it around in independence, as we might any ordinary gift?  p120-121

• No, it means that we should appreciate the value of what Jesus has done for us in 
restoring the life of God back to humanity instead of erasing us and starting over. 
Hopefully we learn these scriptural perspectives enough to believe the things God 
has done for us in Christ!

Lesson 8/Chapter 8 The Holy Spirit page 122 

Bible Readings:  Acts 2:32-39; Ro 8:1-17 

Chapter Subheadings:

The Spirit Outpoured p124

Faith is Again the Key p129

The Diversity of the Experience p133

The Spirit Indwelling p139

The Treasure in the Vessel p141

They Absolute Lordship of Christ p144

Questions to Consider: 

1. What are the two aspects of the gift of the Holy Spirit?  Which is the most precious and 
why? p123

A:  The Inward & the Outward manifestations or the Indwelling & the Outpouring – both 

are precious but the inward relationship is the foundation for external ministry.

2. What is God's purpose in pouring out His Spirit on men? p1225-126

A:  To prove what has taken place in Heaven as a result of Jesus' ascension.  He has 

been glorified, therefore the Holy Spirit us given to extend His Lordship through 
believers on earth. 

3. “Is it possible that He has been glorified and you have not received the Spirit?”  Does 
this relate to the enduement with power or the indwelling, or both? p127-128



A:  It relates directly to the enduement/baptism of the Holy Spirit.  “Is it possible that the 

Son of God has shed His blood and that your sins have not been forgiven?” - this 
relates to the indwelling of the Spirit at our regeneration & subsequent baptism. 
One is the result of seeing Jesus on the Cross (crucifixion), the other of seeing Him 
on the Throne (resurrection/ascension).

• Example: Joseph sending Chariots to transport His family to Egypt.

                            (page 126-127)

4. Is the experience of the young Christian man a contradiction of Christ's words in Luke 
11:13? (this man received the baptism of the Spirit by faith in Christ's glorification)

p129

A:  No, “asking, seeking and knocking” were a matter of using faith for what

believers did not know God's parameters for concerning the Holy Spirit, prior to the 
sacrifice of Jesus.  After the fact, using our faith to a receive what has been done in 
redemption is equally important. 

5. What three things are mentioned together with the Holy Spirit in Acts 2:38-39? 

                                                 p131

A:  Repentance, Baptism & Forgiveness.  Along with the Holy Spirit, these represent 2 

     conditions & 2 subsequent gifts:  Our repentance & Baptism are followed by His

     forgiveness & Spirit being freely given.  There are obviously 2 separate blessings  
     but made seamlessly available because of the 1 sacrifice of Christ. 

Example:  The 2-volume book which the customer pays for but forgets the second 
half at the book store...of course he will go back to get all he has purchased.

(page 132-133)

6. Which is more likely: that the one concerned will be more aware of the Spirit's powerful 
presence, or that other people will recognize it? p133-134

A:  Obviously the one upon whom the Holy Spirit is poured will experience the greater 

level of awareness but the attention of those witnessing it will also be arrested as 
we see in Acts chapter 2 on the Day of Pentecost.  Peter quotes both Joel & David, 
along with other Old Testament scriptures, to clarify for both exactly what was 
happening in such a circumstance.  The manifestation of the Holy Spirit is often 
quite mysterious yet equally empowering.

7. What spiritual principle does Nee deduce from Peter's quotation from Joel 2:28-29?

                                                p134-136

A:  That the outward evidences can vary within the “order” of those spiritual 



manifestations outlined throughout scripture.  What the Holy Spirit does in one 
person may not be identical to that of another but it will be in the same category 
and of the same essence.  Peter highlights the fact that there is meant to be great 
diversity in our spiritual experiences as 1 Corinthians chapter 12:1-11 also teaches.

8. Would it be right to regard these experiences which Nee describes as once-for-all 
baptisms?  Or does the phrase, “every new experience that relates to the exaltation of 
Christ” refer to repeated visitations? p138

A:  Although there is an implied aspect in each case that the initial baptism is    

overarching to the life and ministry of these famous ministers, we all require the 
periodic in-fillings also seen throughout the Book of Acts for continued service.  
Also, notice how this often happens especially upon the groupings of Christs Body 
(Acts 2:1-4; 4:23-31; 10:44 etc). 

9. What remedy for their unspirituality did Paul offer to the Corinthians? p139-141

A:  A revelation of the indwelling Spirit – a knowledge of the divine facts surrounding

His presence, so they would become more preoccupied with “knowing Him” more 
than just experiencing the visible signs associated with His workings.

10. “You carry God in your heart.”  Is there some better way of expressing what Nee meant 
to convey? p142

A: NO!  His words sum up this divine revelation beautifully.  The example Nee uses 

about the tents in the camp of the ancient Israelites reveals his point – the heart of 
a believer chooses to dictate his life from the standpoint of either “common” or 
“special” (page 143), depending on how we have chosen to relate to the Lord over 
the past course of our decisions.  For this reason, it is very important for us to think 
about what we potentially carry in our “earthen vessels” because of what Christ has 
already done for us.  As we have learned up to this point in this study, our present 
and future probabilities of experience hinge directly on that.

◦ Examples:  “Dr. Paul” & the Young Preacher who broke off his relationship with 
the wrong girl (p145-150).  These teach the concept of choosing the Heart of a 
servant so the Lordship of Christ can become a reality in our lives.

Lesson 9/Chapter 9  The Meaning and Value of Romans Seven page 151 

Bible Readings:  Romans 7:1-25  

Chapter Subheadings:

The Flesh and man's Breakdown p153



What the Law Teaches p155

Christ the End of the Law p159

Our End is God's Beginning p164

I Thank God   p169

Questions to Consider: 

1. Do you think that the section of Romans 7 from verse 7 to 25 could ever have 
described the experience of Saul before his conversion?  Or of any other unconverted 
man? p152-153

A: Yes, anyone having lived under the religious demands of the law before coming to  
     know Christ could experience this same dilemma as a carnal believer attempting to  
     please God in the flesh.  Because Romans chapter 6 deals with deliverance from  
     sin while chapter 7 deals with deliverance from the Law, Christians often find  
     themselves “knowing, reckoning and presenting” yet still failing to obey God's will.  

2. Find the number of times in which “I,” “me,” or “my” appear in this section (Rom 7:7-
25).  Can you indicate what this suggests? p153

A: These words are used at least 47 times in these 19 verses!  This obviously suggests 

    a very self-centered perspective which obstructs one's view of God because it draws 

    its experience from the old broken Adamic nature.  Although we are not necessarily 

    living under the power of sin all the time at this stage, we learn that we have certain

    particular sinful habits which hamper us continually.

Example: This reminds me of the incident of the passing of Elijah's mantle in 2 
Kings 2...Elisha was told he must “see” Elijah when he was taken up in order to 
receive his request for a “double-portion” of anointing. We are required to have 

spiritual eyes of our own, beyond just our position in the call, in order to experience 
a successful spiritual walk.

3. Describe the difference between “law” and “grace.” p155-156

A: Law means that I do something for God but Grace means that God does something 

    for me!  Deliverance from the law implies that God exempts me from doing it, and 

    that in grace he does it himself.  In Romans 6 we have recognized our freedom from 

    sin but not our need to be freed from our SELF.

Example:  See the GOSPEL Illustration, in particular the second work of the 

      first half/cross as pictured there. 

4. “We need to have our weakness proved to ourselves beyond dispute.”  Does this kind 



of proof come to a lax or self-centered Christian? p158

A: It comes with much difficulty to all of us in our natural self-centeredness.  The 

    longer we remain in our stubborn persistence the higher the toll sin eventually takes 

    in the frustrating process – which is the lesson of Romans chapter 7.

5. Did God ever expect men to fulfill His law? p159

A: No, the New Testament does not tell men of faith to keep the Law but it does assure

    us that we will break it (Ro 5:20)!  Galatians 3:24 teaches us that its purpose is to      

    serve as our schoolmaster, bringing us to Christ so He can fulfill it in us.

6. Does the law of the Lord Jesus demand less of us than the law of Moses?  p160-161

A: No, in fact it is His law.  The demand is therefore the same and more (Matt 5:21-48), 
but there is also one big difference – He helps us in completing the process like the 
second husband of the wife used an example in the beginning of Romans chapter 7.

7. “If the Law will never pass away, then how can I ever be united to Christ?   Answer this 
in your own words. p161-162

A: I must die just like the wife in the above example.  This is what the Cross has 

    afforded us – a release from the negative power of sin exacted upon us through the 

         law SO THAT we would have the positive opportunity to be “joined to another” (Rom 
    7:4).

8. What does Nee say about the value of coming to despair of ever pleasing God?

                                   p166-167

A: The value is in coming to the end of ourselves so the Lord can begin to work in and 

    through us to fulfill the demands of the law and produce the much fruit which only

    can bring glory to Him (Rom 7:4).  When it finally dawns upon us that we can do

    nothing and are thus free not to we are truly free to be empowered to do far more

    than we otherwise ever could!

9. This story of the drowning man is excellent to illustrate the need for ceasing from self-
effort, but does it suggest a false analogy as to what it means to be saved?  p167

A: Most analogies, of course, are not complete so the answer is both yes and no.  The 

    drowning man teaches us the lesson of needing to come to the end of ourselves

    help from heaven can be properly applied.  Obviously, we must “want to” be saved.

10.The man who cried, “Who will deliver me..?” afterwards give thanks but does not say 
how or when he was delivered.  Can you suggest why this is so? p 170-173



A: I would suggest it is because he simply realizes what has been taught in the 

    previous chapters about the power of the cross has become true in his experience.  

    He is caught up not in himself but in the amazing reality of what Jesus has done and

    is doing in his life through the Holy Spirit to cause everything to work together for the

    good of God's will.   

Lesson 10/Chapter 10 page 174 

Bible Readings:  Romans 8:1-17; Galatians 5:13-25  

Chapter Subheadings:

The Flesh and the Spirit p175

Christ our Life p180

The Law of the Spirit of Life p184

The Manifestation of the Law of Life p189

The Fourth Step: “Walk...after the Spirit”  p195

Questions to Consider: 

1. What does it mean to live in the flesh? P175

A:  To do something, “out from”, myself as a natural descendant of Adam.  It is an 
(objective) position which is opposite of living “in Christ” and causes me to  
practically experience (subjective) the abundance of sin provided for by the fall 
rather than the life of the Holy Spirit. 

2. What is the difference between, “holding the truth merely objectively” and having a 
subjective experience of the truth? P176

A: Objectivity means to aim at something we know to be a true purpose while 
“subjectivity” speaks of the practical experience of walking toward it.  A believer 
must not be content to know about the things of God but to know Him – spiritual 
growth is intended, not mere academic progress.

Example: Nee presents the picture of a human being trying to live in water rather than 
air.  “If we would know in experience all that is in Christ, then we must learn to 
live in the spirit.”  When we live in the flesh we will find what is ours in Christ 
being held in suspense in us even though we are truly in Him.  In other words, 
we experience Romans 7.  (p176)

3. Suggest ways in which a Christian may move out from the cover of Christ.     P179

A:  As in the 2 examples below, we can take the bait of satan to move out to act in 
our own energy and away from the “hiding place” the Lord has spiritually 



provided for us “in Christ”.  The divine way of victory does not permit us to do 
anything outside of Christ.  The fight with our flesh is not ours but the Holy 
Spirit's so we must simply look to him in all of life's objectives.  The command of 
Gal 5:16 is a positive one – the Spirit has been given to us to take charge of this 
business, producing the salvation, the Cross has procured!  As Nee said (p177), 
looking to the indwelling Spirit when a hasty temper, sharp tongue or yielding to 
impure thoughts would be our natural impulses are prime examples of where 
this happens in our experience.  Our goal is to “trust” when we are tempted 
to “try” (p177, 183)

Example:  Visiting an unpleasant friend with forethought to let the Spirit lead us.  p177

Example:  The tank driver who gets distracted by continued shots & pops his head out 
into the sights of enemy snipers.  p178  

4. If the Christian life is not only a changed life, what is it? p180-183

A:  It is an “exchanged life”, a “substitute life”.  It is Christ's life “reproduced” in us at 
regeneration and progressively growing us into the likeness of Christ!  The 
hardest thing for us to do is resist the temptation of trying to change ourselves. 
Like the example below, we cannot imagine that Christ Himself is sufficient to 
produce in us whatever aspect of the fruit of the Spirit we may need in any given 
situation.  Instead we prefer to “try” by our own energy but actively (as opposed 
to passivity) taking our hands “off” is the subtly true way forward.

Example:  American couple needing prayer for something God has already given any 
true believer – patience is only a part of the nature of Christ, with whom we only 
need seek to reinforce our relationship! p181

5. In the light of what Nee affirms, do you think it is possible for people who are not “in 
Christ” to display Christian graces? p182

A: Yes to a certain degree because, although they are a part of the Lord's nature, 
all human beings are originally made in the image of God.  Therefore, we can 
exhibit his goodness in our will (p189) even while not yet being truly good (born 
again) at the core of our nature.  As believers can sin so sinners can believe. 

6. Can you describe the distinction between sin and the law of sin? p186

A:  Sin is an individual act we may commit, anywhere from its inception in our 
thinking to the carry out of an ungodly deed, whereas the Law of Sin is the 
ongoing principle of our fallen Adamic nature which causes the tendency within 
us to repeatedly “come up short” (Greek meaning of sin – or “to miss the mark”). 
“Law” always works the same whether it be a 'discussed and decided upon' one 
or a “natural” one.  This law is one that also leads to “death” - weakness carried 
to it's limit.

Example:  Law of the Road/Land ...driving on the proper side of the road depends on 



country's decided upon law.  [also: Chinese, “Likin Tax” – repeated shipping 
taxation on goods as it crosses various regional borders]

Example: Natural Law of “gravity” … operates any/everywhere unless some higher law 
supersedes its operation.  We “discover” this kind of law.

Example:  Tree begins in seed but its life force will eventually push up concrete.

7. What are the two reasons why men use will power to try to please God? p190

A:  Either they have not been born again or they have not learned to “trust” in their 
new life in Christ.

Example:  Trying to push a car without gasoline or make water run uphill.  Willingness 
is the highest point we can reach without the Life of Christ motivating us.

8. Is it a mistake to force yourself to do what you are not naturally? p190-195

A:  Yes, natural laws prove that using our willpower to do what comes to us naturally 
only makes things worse. The “Law of Life” works in a similar way to the law that 
keeps our hearts beating or our eyes blinking.  There is no need for us to 
overthink these necessities or will them to work or we run the risk of interfering 
with the process God has designed to work “all by itself” (Mark 4:28).  The more 
we allow ourselves to live in the new law (of life in Christ), the less conscious of 
the old (sin & death) we become.

Example:  Sleeplessness/Hunger … reading, giving, preaching etc will all work the 
same as we yield to God's law of life, letting it begin to dominate our 
consciousness.

Example:  Birds fly naturally without knowing Newton's Law.  Mt 6 (also, Flowers grow)

Example:  Nee's friend on Refinement.  Talkativeness, worrying and other carnal 
negatives naturally recede as we learn to listen to the guiding voice of the Holy 
Spirit.

9. We all deplore hypocrisy.  But what do we do if we find that Christian virtues do not 
flow spontaneously from us? p195

A:  We DON'T try to change.  We make room for the “Resident Boss” to lead us into 
the walk the work of Christ has purchased the way into.  We “exchange” our natural 
impulses to sin, instead using our faith to discover the grace He has procured for us to 
win!

Example:  The “Resident Boss” guides into all Truth when we take the time to let what 
Christ has done become our realization.  Then all we need do is obey.

10.Have you any experience of being either restrained or urged to act by the “Resident 
Boss”? p198-200

A: More than can be written here.  My favorite is still when He told me Bobbi was my 



wife only a month after being saved.  It required just a brief glimpse of her photo 
passing through my hands while moving boxes...I immediately restrained myself from 
telling anyone else and inquired for her whereabouts.  I was so surprised to find out 
she was attending college in the city I was already headed to for Bible school that 
autumn!  

Lesson 11/Chapter 11  One Body in Christ page 201 

Bible Readings:  Romans 12:1-5; Ephesians 5:22-33  

Chapter Subheadings:

The Gate and a Path p203

The Fourfold Work of Christ in His Cross p206

The Love of Christ  p208

One Living Sacrifice p214

More Than Conquerors through Him   p219

Questions to Consider: 

1. Describe the twofold effect of the truth in its initial impact and in its actual outworking.

                                                          p203-205

A: “Revelation” is the objective which always precedes our subjective “Experience” in 

    walking with God. We first “see” truth and then faith comes to help us accept it as  
    fact for ourselves. This is generally true throughout our growth process with regard 

    to every new phase of understanding who Christ is and what He has done …    
    ”justification and new birth”, “deliverance from sin”, “the gift of the Holy Spirit” etc. 

     It then usually takes a 2-fold form to make it continual in our lives: 1. The “Crisis” of  
    entering the narrow gate of our experience and 2. The “Process” of walking on the  
    narrow path. 

2. Name the four aspects of the cross dealt with in this book. p206-207

A:  1. The BLOOD of Christ, to deal with sins & guilt.  2. The CROSS of Christ, to deal 

with sin, the flesh and the natural man.  3. The LIFE of Christ, mad available to 

      to indwell, recreate & empower man.  4. The WORKING OF DEATH in the natural 

      man that the indwelling life may be progressively manifest.

3. What was the original purpose of God in creation? p207-208

A: God wanted to have a race of men whose members were gifted with a a spirit 



    whereby communion would be possible with himself, who is Spirit.  That race,         

      possessing God's own life, was to cooperated in securing his purposed end by  
    defeating every possible uprising of the enemy and undoing his evil works.

4. What was the distinction between a number of “saved sinners” and the Church of 
Christ? p209-210

A: The individual & negative view of God's eternal purpose is thinking of it in terms of     

    the past, as sinners needing redemption.  The positive view, rather, is a corporate    

    one where we see the positive purpose of God with Jesus as its objective – a BODY

    possessing life.  The second viewpoint is seen from the heart of God as His purpose 

   from the beginning (eternity) to build a “Church” from the standpoint of sinless 

   because its origin is in Christ from “before the foundation of the world.”  Eph 1:4 & 

   Ro 5:8 highlight this difference.  

   Example: Genesis 2 is defined by Ephesians 5 – the Bride of Christ is the rib taken  
   from a sinless Adam!  Jesus “gave Himself for her”.

5. “It is said of believers that they fall asleep, rather than that they die.”  Is this term ever 
used to describe the death of the Lord Jesus?  If not, why? p213

A: No, because Jesus was only put to sleep to awake again, like Adam before his fall  

    in Genesis 2.  It reminds us of the greatness of His redemptive power but more       

    importantly of the “wife” taken out of His death – resurrected to live to God in the 

    newness of that positive purpose for which she has been reborn!  “The  very 

   purpose of God is brought within reach of fulfillment in us (Church) by our receiving 

   Christ as our life.” (p212-213)

6. What does Nee suggest as the logical outcome of the spiritual experiences described 
in Romans 5 to 8? p215

A: The concept of the Body of Christ as described in chapter 12 is the thing to which all 

the previous lessons have been leading.  The forgiveness of our sins (ch 5), our 
death with Christ (ch 6), the utter helplessness of our old nature (ch 7), and our 
reliance upon the indwelling Spirit (ch8 ) come together “in the many to manifest the 
image of the One.”

Example:  Nee points out that Paul detours in chapters 9-11 to discuss natural 

 Israel.  I think this is not necessarily a break in thought but rather an 

 opportune time to talk about how they missed their Messiah by choosing

 to live in the flesh rather than to follow the examples of spiritual leaders 



in their history like David etc.

7. Suggest ways in which today we can helpfully give expression to the fact that all 
believers are united in one body? p216-217

A: By first looking with the eyes our spirit to see this as God's purpose for each of us.  

    As Nee often says, we must receive “the revelation of” the Body of Christ and then it 

   will revolutionize our life and work.  Then we can apply ourselves toward working in  
   the areas scripture calls us to first be faithful in. Corporate expressions of prayer,  
   Bible study, fellowship, and outreach are what lead us to be effective in these same  
   areas individually.  Finally, the Lord will lead us to do projects together which can  
   create larger avenues of opportunity in the regions where He has assembled us.  
   Everybody wants to join things that already have momentum – Christians have that  
   built into them!

8. Why does God blame us for individualism? p218-219

A: Because this heart attitude is what leads to all the outward division we see in 
modern Christianity.  The old nature of Adam does not seek union (unless it be for 
questionable ends) but only self-interest and distrust of others.  Living individually, 
even from the purest of motives always puts us in direct conflict with God's ends!

Example:  The LOAF of Bread broken in the Lord's Supper (p 218) is still “one” even 
      after it is inside the stomach of each believer. This illustrates how we can be 
      “many (individual) members” but still “one Body” because of the Holy Spirit's 
      presence distributed through each of us, working distinctly in offices &  
      gifts to create God's whole purpose.  “The Body of Christ is not an 
      illustration but a fact.  The Bible does not just say that the Church is 'like' a 
      body, but that it is the Body of Christ.”

9. What are the practical means by which the Lord is preparing His church for glory?

                                                         p220

A: God has reserved an unblemished final picture of His Bride/Body because of what 

    Christ has done. Although we do not see this in our walking out of His call now  
    it is nevertheless just as true as all the other things accomplished for us at the  
    Cross.  And, as a result, the cleansing power of the Word and the extension of the  
    name of Jesus work mightily in an through us (especially when united), ministering 
    to the many hurting, wounded and defective things in both our lives and others.  

10.What would you judge to be the principal features of the war of the “gates of Hades” 
against the church? p221

A: The accusations of satan and his heavenly forces agains the Body of Christ.  They    

     seek to keep us sinful, self-reliant and individualistic in our approach to the faith in    



     order to ensure our failure at achieving God's glorious ends.

Lesson 12/Chapter 12  The Cross and the Soul Life page 222 

Bible Readings:  Luke 14:25-27;  2 Corinthians 5:14-18  

Chapter Subheadings:

The True Nature of the Fall p224

The Human Soul p226

Natural Energy and the Work of God  p229

The Light of God and Knowledge p235

Questions to Consider: 

1. How does Nee describe the action of “bearing the cross”? p223

A: As both the positive and negative sides of one work.  “The “daily inworking of his 
death whereby way is made in us for the manifestation of new life, through the bringing 
of the 'natural man' progressively into his right place of subjection to the Holy Spirit.

2. “Adam was created neutral.”  Is this still true of: p225

a) Unregenerate men?  A: No, they are slaves now to sin. Ro 6:6

b) Christian men? A: No we are bond-slaves to the Lord. Ro 6:16-18

3. Name some of the possible ways by which the life of the Son of God can be confined 
and almost crowded out of action in our service for God. p228

A: All things which come through the basic tendencies of our soul (mind, will, emotions) 
tend to crowd God out until our soul begins to show the effects of spiritual 
transformation. Our human preferences vary according to our personalities but 
whatever habits we form because of what we think, want or feel ultimately confine the 
life of God.  For me, sports have always been the hardest tendency to release from my 
own control – my being naturally was trained from a young age to gravitate towards 
this kind of activity and knowledge because it gave me an escape from the restrictions 
of my natural surroundings.

4. Find some statements in John's Gospel in which Jesus said that He could not act on 
His own (Hint: Look at John 5).  Was He confessing literal incapacity or referring to the 
exercise of His choice in the matter? p229

A: John 1:51; 2:4, 16; 3:11, 16-21; 4:34; 5:17, 19, 30, 36-43; 6:38; 44-46, 63, 65; 7:6-8, 
16-18, 28-29, 33-34; 8:14-19, 28-29; 38-47, 50, 54-58; 10:15-18, 25-32, 34-38; 11:41-
42, 44-50; 14:20, 31-32; Chapters 14, 15, 16, 17; 19:1; 20:17, 21

5. What proofs does Nee give to identify that which springs from the natural life?        



p230-234

A: That people can quite easily just redirect the energies they possessed from their 
natural birth, applying them to a different set of interests after they are born again. We 
can be good thinkers, speakers etc and then feel confident that using those things for 
God and His Kingdom are His blessing upon our lives.  We can even be accepted by 
many who also see it as divine influence/grace when it is simply us finding common 
ground with others who have also only just changed the channel of their directed 
energies - but not the Source!

Examples: Keen Mind (soul vs spirit) p230, Speakers A & B (eloquence vs 
administrative) p231, Villagers (teaching those who knew God better than him) p233, 
Young Brother (realized he “could” do nothing) p233-234

6. How does Nee differentiate between purity and impurity in this matter of soul life? p231

A: Purity is a matter of “spirit” - to what degree a thing we do is mixed with the power of 
our soul. God works in us through the Cross to “kill” our dependency on ourselves so 
that His life will emerge in all our works.  If we can still do a thing it is “nothing” to 
God...if we see it as pure from our natural born/flesh perspective it remains impure by 
the value of the Spirit.  “Origin” is the estimate of everything.

7. When is it that we become aware of our great need of light from God? p235

A: Once one has been apprehended by God and seeks to go forward.  When we reach 
the position where we want to follow God “fully” and no longer want to do things ourself 
as we did before we knew Him.

8. Suggest some of the perils of self-examination. p236-239

A: The paralysis of analysis. Psychological education is good until we try to use it as a 
tool to truly better ourselves.  It tends to give us tools which dredge up the darkness of 
our old nature, thereby increasing our base problem.  We can only see authentic light 
in God's light, which is the Spirit of His Word of Truth. To seek self-help from our own 
souls or that of others invites a labyrinth effect by which we sink into further despair at 
the sight of an ever-increasing mountain of flesh. Is this why so many psychiatrists 
commit suicide?

Example:  One does not “feel” for light to examine his face – it shines where it is 
admitted p238 (Light has one Law, 241)

9. Have you ever met what Nee describes as a “lighted” Christian?  What has been the 
effect in your case? p240

A: Yes, much the same as Nee describes. These believers cause us to desire the Lord 
of the light they reflect. It is in this way none of our lives ever are completely our own – 
all of us are a combination of those who have shined upon us for His purposes!

Example: Closed Areas – locked and barred places in our hearts are the result of “not 



knowing” less than “being wrong”  “Wrong” may be a question of natural strength but 
“ignorance” is a question of light! It is, “the very life of man must be touched not merely 
the sins” (p241).

10.Confirm what Nee says about Isaiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Peter, Paul, and John by 
considering the scriptures which he quotes. p215

A: Isaiah only saw how unclean his mouth truly was when He saw God in all His Glory 
at the Throne of His Temple, Is 6:5! Ezekiel fell on his face without strength, when he 
saw the appearance of the Lord in the glory at His Throne, Ez 1:28. At first, Daniel's 
own splendor turned into a deathly pale when He saw the Lord in a vision, before 
collapsing into unconsciousness, Dan. 10:8. Peter fled, weeping bitterly after the Lord 
turned to look at him when the cock crowed, Lu 22:61-62! Paul fell to the ground, 
trembling and astonished, after the Lord spoke to him from a flash of light from heaven, 
Acts 9:3-6! When John saw Jesus in resurrected form, he “fell at His feet as though 
dead, Rev 1:17!

Lesson 13/Chapter 13  The Path of Progress: Bearing the Cross page 244 

Bible Readings:  Matthew 10:34-39; Mark 8:32-35; Luke 17:32-34; John 12:24-26  

Chapter Subheadings:

The Basis of All True Ministry p245

The Subjective Working of the Cross p250

The Cross and Fruitfulness   p258   

A Dark Night – A Resurrection Morn p260   

Questions to Consider: 

1. What was the significance of Christ's baptism at Jordan? p245

A: That Jesus lived by the “death and resurrection” principle even during His life prior 
to Calvary!  This was to ensure He followed the will of the Father instead of living out of 
His own soul choices – which He could do, being a separate personality in His human 
state.  He had no “old nature” tainted by sin but it teaches those of us who do to live by 
the Spirit as we follow Jesus.

2. We are told that, in the wilderness temptations, Satan tried to induce Christ to “act for 
Himself.”  Does Satan tempt us in the same manner? p246

A: Of course, this is the basic temptation of mankind since Eden.  Acting “independent 
of God” is the principle Satan himself lives by so it is naturally the course he prescribes 
for others – BUT knowing it will really give him authority over all who choose his way.

Example: 12 Rods – Aaron's rod “budded” Numbers 17.  The Holy Spirit's “value” is 
seen in the fact that He gives life to us out of what Jesus did suffered in the refusal to 



use this human tendency of soul.

Overview: Nee stops to remind us of how we have considered the the death of Christ 
working in us in different ways in order to lay the groundwork for this final point. It 
works to forgive our sins (1), to deliver us from the power of sin (2), to deal with our 
human self-will (3) and to convince me that personal holiness is a matter of God at 
work in me- that I “cannot” do it myself [Rom 7] (4).

3. Was it necessary for Paul to be so weak and fearful at Corinth? p252

A: Yes, for without this “conformity to Christ's death” we naturally stop the 
demonstration of the Holy Spirit with our unbridled affections towards other people and 
things...ungoverned by God's Spirit we wrongly influence our whole course of action.

Example: Chinese saying: Building 12 feet of wall only to tear down 15 feet!

4. What special aspect of soul life is referred to in Matthew 10:37-39? p252

A: The innocent affections or “secret love” our souls reserve for certain people and 
things which will nevertheless turn us away from the pathway of God.

5. What special aspect of soul life is referred to in Mark 8:34-35? p253

A: The soul's desire for self-preservation.  Our soul seeks to convince us that the 
saving of itself is necessary for serving God!

6. “Do you like the will of God?  To be a spiritual man, do you have to like it? p254

A: No, you just have to come to the place where in maturity you learn to choose it over 
the things in life which seem good and necessary – even the things of God themselves!

7. What special aspect of soul life is referred to in Luke 17:29-35? p255

A: Its engagement with even the very best “things of the earth”.  Marrying, planting, 
eating, selling – all legitimate activities – yet able to “pin us down” to the natural in that 
most important spiritual moment when God calls.

Example: Lot's Wife & Nee's Book...The Rapture is used to point out that there is a 
“calling away“ associated with the “catching away” and “instant change” highlighted in 
scripture about the Lord's return.  Peter's response to Jesus at the Seashore in John 
21 is used to illustrate how a man can come to this place of having a right heart even 
after being so simply, “soulish”, previously!

8. What special aspect of soul life is referred to in John 12:24-25? p258

A: The natural aspect of life itself is pointed out here! We willingly lose living in what 
everyone else calls, “normal”, so God's resurrection power can manifest itself in and 
through us to produce fruit in others.  

9. Is it true that in our case there is little expression of the life within?  If so, what is the 
possible explanation? p259



A: Yes, because we are allowing our soul to envelop and confine our spiritual life and 
thus it can find no outlet or release.

Example: The Husk around the wheat (or corn) preventing it from being seen.

10. Is there a certain peril in presuming that some great crisis of “breaking” has 
permanently weakened the strength of your soul life? p260

A: Yes, “presumption” is the entire point of this principle – if that is all you have, without 
a true experience of the Lord's dealings you will only ever speculate on what it means 
to “walk in the spirit”. On the other hand, if you are a “broken biscuit” (example, pg 265) 
everyone will be able to see the work which the Lord has done in progressively working 
out His good pleasure in you.

Example:  Aaron's rod took a “full night” to bud

Lesson 14/Chapter 14  The Goal of the Gospel page 267 

Bible Readings:  Matthew 26:6-13; Mark 14:3-9; John 12:1-8  

Chapter Subheadings:

Waste p269

Ministering to His Pleasure p275

Anointing Him Beforehand   p277

Fragrance p281

Questions to Consider: 

1. What makes us think Mary was not wealthy? p268

A: Because her family is portrayed in the the story of Jesus as working in the 
household for themselves – not having servants.  Therefore, they probably did not 
have extra money which is why the breaking of the bottle of costly ointment was seen 
as such a “waste”. 

2. Why did Jesus intend that this story should go wherever the gospel was carried? p269

A: “Because He intends that the preaching of the Gospel should issue something along 
the very lines of the action of Mary here, namely, that people should come to him and 
waste themselves on him.  This is the result He is seeking”(p269).  “...but that is what 
the Gospel is for-to bring each one of us to a true estimate of His worth” (p271).  “The 
Gospel is preached in the first place so that the Lord may be satisfied” (not that sinners 
will be satisfied- their salvation is a glorious by-product of it's primary aim p275).

3. What part did gratitude for the raising of her brother, Lazarus, play in Mary's gift to 
Christ? p270-274

A:  I am sure it gave her a depth of understanding that Jesus was truly, “Lord”.  Having 



witnessed the resurrection power of His life firsthand in such an intimate circumstance 
must have caused her to see what Judas could not and the disciples still overlooked 
when it came to common natural ways of thinking.  She is an example of how we must 
go that “extra mile” in our hearts before properly proceeding in our actions.

Example: The College Professor who took Nee aside to scold him for not more out of 
himself after being such a promising university law student. p270

4. What is the first question to be asked about our service for the Lord? p274

A: Our position.  Being concerned about where we stand in relation to Him and His will. 
Like Mary, we should be about the, “one thing”, which is sitting at His feet and 
anointing His Head … not measuring life by our tangible results.

Example: The older sister who taught Nee as a young minister in training.  She lived in 
a remote village where  she could seemingly do little for the gospel but the Lord had 
used her to touch the few that would reach many.  p273

5. This gift was made as Mary sat at Jesus' feet.  Find two other references about her 
being at His feet(Hint: Look at Luke 10 and John 11).  What lessons can we learn from 
these? p275 

A: Both Luke 10:39 and John 11:32 show Mary in her common position before Jesus – 
at His feet (John 12:3).  It is obvious that she discovered the principle of humbling 
herself under His word (authority & teaching) and the benefit it brought when in need. 
Mary knew it both satisfied and paid dividends to serve the Lord's interests first!

6. Have you ever given too much to the Lord?  Has anybody ever done this? p275

A: It is all a matter of the Lord's opinion instead of ours.  There can be no real giving 
too much unless it is beyond what the Lord has communicated that He desires us to 
do. Cain obviously felt he had given too much when the Lord exposed his motivations 
but he had really only given out of his own human standards.

Principle: The principle of waste is the principle of power, usefulness is determined by 
scattering.  “I have never met a soul who has set out to satisfy the Lord and has not 
been satisfied himself.”  OUR WORK FOR HIM SPRINGS OUT OF OUR 
MINISTERING TO HIM.

Example: Comparing ourselves with the “Brother in a Bigger System”. Must get our 
eyes off others and on the Lord in order to understand this principle of the Lord's 
pleasure.  Waste=giving too much and getting nothing.  We easily consecrate 
ourselves enough for the blessing but not enough for the trouble, enough for the Lord 
to use us but not enough for Him to shut us up!

7. What is the significance of the Lord's use of the word, “beforehand”? P278

A: A time-factor, the opportunity we have today that will be gone tomorrow.  

Example: The women at Jesus' tomb were too late to “anoint” His body.



Example: Priceless art treasure – nobody questions the highest prices paid!  The Lord 
has to open our eyes to His worth or we will miss our moments to do now what we will 
willing do in the next life.

8. Can you suggest modern parallels to this act of breaking the flask of alabaster for the 
Lord? p280

A: The wiling abandoning of themselves by believers to the work of the Lord's 
“REMNANT”, as opposed to the many “big systems” (41K Christian denominations) 
which make up the “mainstream” of cultural and religious opinion. Rev 3:2

9. Mary's gift was gladly received.  The rich young ruler's was regretfully declined (Mark 
10:21).  What was the difference? p281-285

A: The rich man never actually offered anything!  He lacked but, “one thing” while Mary 
chose it.  The difference in their demeanor before the Lord is obvious to everyone.

Example: the Delicious Cake set before men who have already eaten-thus are not 
hungry vs. men who are hungry!  A sense of need must be created before a true work 
of God can begin.  Those who pour out their all to the Lord create impressions, which 
create hunger, which provoke men to go seeking until they are brought by divine 
revelation into fullness of the life of Christ (p282-283).

Example: the older sister in the small village came into a difficult situation which 
caused her to cry out, “Lord, I am willing to break my heart in order that I may satisfy 
they heart!” (p284)

10.Find in 2 Corinthians 2 a reference to Christians being “a sweet savor of Christ.”  How 
does this relate to the fragrance of Mary's perfume? p285

A: Verse 15 uses this phrase to describe the effect this fragrance of anointing has on 
the Lord first and then on others.  Just as in the case with Mary, found in John 12, we 
release a knowledge of God that which is pleasing to Him and the sincere, but 
threatening to the corrupt.  In between all disciples are challenged.


